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T

he ongoing concerned of the safety of Karamunsing Complex had been evoked through

the net when Suria Capital Holdings Bhd (SCHB) was said to have moved out of the complex as a result of the findings of a structural integrity investigation conducted by a consultant engineer whom the company had engaged.
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Joint professional Bodies (IEM, ACEM, SEA and PAM with the support of SLA) had written a
joint letter (signed by 3 professional bodies) addressed to the Mayor of DBKK to express
their concern on this report which had caused public concerns not only to the structural
integrity but also fire safety. Sabah BOMBA Director has expressed concern during his professional dialogues with professional bodies at Bomba HQ KK. The report is available in
http://pamsabah.com/archives/282.
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However, an interim report later was issued to DBKK on 7th March by another independent
consulting engineer whom it had stated that based on design check, field inspection and
sound structural engineering knowledge, the 7th, 8th and 9th floors of Block C, Karamunsing Complex is in good structural conditions. As the result, lot owners in the complex
have threatened to sue Kota Kinabalu City Hall and Suria Capital Holdings Bhd. The owners
are fuming over the loss of business following a report that the 7th, 8th and 9th floors of
Block C were declared unsafe.
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At 17th March, The Sabah Cabinet has directed the Public Works Department (PWD) to appoint an independent consultant to do an assessment of the structural integrity of Karamunsing Complex.
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Whatever the final findings, we deserved to know the truth as it is not only affecting our
professional integrity and image towards the public but the safety of our beloved friends,
children and family. We sincerely expressed our deepest gratitude and thankfulness to
those parties that had the courage to tell the truth and exposed themselves to all kinds of
condemnation and criticism.
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WE SALUTE YOU !
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Ar. Daniel Koh - Editor
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The Art of Boutique Hotel
What is a boutique hotel ?
As quoted from travel.ninemsn, a boutique
hotel ;
-

-

-

should be a world away from huge homogenous chain hotels, ideally having
less than 50 rooms,
should have integrity and individuality
for its interior design, it might just take
personality-rich flourishes and an absence of anything tacky or corporate,
should pay attention to detail,
should provide personable, warm and
intuitive service,
should have the WOW factor, allimportant ingredient in a fantastic boutique-escape recipe can be having an
edgy neighbourhood on your doorstep
or a spectacular natural setting.
Whether it's a breathtaking view, a
buzzing bar or charismatic staff, hotels
high on that "special something" scale
stand apart from the crowd.

So let me introduce to you this fine little
gem –The Club by Harry's Hospitality
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T

he Club Hotel by Harry’s Hospi-

tality is a 22-room luxury boutique
hotel at Ann Siang road, one of Singapore’s most fashionable districts.
Re-telling Chinatown’s colonial past in
quirkiness, housed in a stately 1900’s
heritage building, the design-led establishment brings the area’s rich
heritage to life with The Club Hotel
stylish blend of contemporary minimalism and antique, oriental highlights.
I first saw this hotel featured in D+A
magazine and I was promptly attracted and have the ‘urge’ to stay
there. After staying, I am blissful with
my gut feeling. Please allow me to
share my simple thoughts and thinking why the experience had left a
memorable impression;
- its soothing colonial environment
with charming traditional 5-foot way
- ingenious use of inexpensive materials eg. Plain white silk cloth on the
ceiling twisting and turning, furry rug
on the wall, a large timber frame to
highlight the directional signage, simple glazed black and white tiles etc.
Glamour design does not necessarily
need expensive materials / finishing.
- the fusion between oriental and
minimalist approach, with a out of
proportion statue, hiding his face
within the ceiling cloth, to evoke a
sense of playfulness and secrecy.
- the walls curving from smaller,
tighter space to larger and wider
pocket of spaces, which creates a adventurous,
surprising
experience
walking from one space to another
- the cohesiveness and the consistencies of the overall theme, carried out
from exterior, interior, and straight
down to the fittings and signage.
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I

had stayed in the Signature Room which sport a bold design feature, from fitted ceiling-to-

floor wraparound curtains for complete privacy, to a bed framed by a pair of grand pillars
adorned with traditional Chinese carvings. To be frank, I enjoyed the most is spending as much
time in the striking bathrooms as in the bedroom. It’s fully tiled in black and white with a Alice In
Wonderland feel. It also features a luxurious rainforest shower and thoughtfully placed electrical
jacks (behind the bathroom mirror) to ensure a thoroughly comfortable experience.

Windows in every room let natural light flood in, while coloured mood lighting brings about a
transformation at night. Sound proofed walls and windows (detailed with a double sided gasket
as I had observed) had provided an undisturbed and restful stay. It might be a bit clinical for
some, but for me the Black and White design theme works well in the space they have. Quite
literally everything is black and white.
I was also really impressed with the overall theme that carried through down to the design of
room numbers, the ‘do not disturb’ sign (the 2nd round plate on the door which can be turned to
suit your privacy), the mural and letter holder on the white wall, the solid black and white furniture and last but not the least, the integrated turnaround TV panel within the divider between the
bed and the living.
This wholesome ‘boutique’ experience shall be a reference and inspiration for me and to others
for our future works in our hometown, Kota Kinabalu. Boutique hotel can be very successful here
as we have all the natural ‘ingredients’ such as pristine white beach, crystal clear sea water,
beautiful sunshine etc. A little bit more effort, a little bit more detailing, a much better design !!
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Images Through The Lens of Our Members

Camera used: Canon 5D Mark 2, 40mm, shutter speed : 1/125 sec, Aperture : f8, ISO 400
"Standing at the bottom of the signal Hill adjacent to the Padang Merdaka, KK, is the oldest wooden
structure built in 1903, having survived all the adverse weather ever since. This is the Atkinson Clock
Tower which was built as a time keeper to the then Jesselton and in memory of the first District Officer
of Kota Kinabalu, Mr. Francis George Atkinson. The Atkinson Tower has since then become our heritage, reminding us of the days of the past.
However, will the clock tower survive the "commercial" lightning strike for greed and is it time's up for
it to fall, crumbling down to the ground with all the history associated with it vanished?"
– Ar. Victor Wong
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Camera used – Lumix LX
3, Intelligent Focus
The RISE of environmental
conscious tropical architecture
– Ar. Daniel Koh

Camera used – not stated
GUANGZHOU OPERA HOUSE, CHINA - Designed by the Iraqi-born, London based female architect – Zaha Hadid. The building defies the logic of simple geometry and resembles two huge boulders washed ashore along the Pearl River.
– Ar. Lo Su Yin
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CPD Seminar on: Empowering the
Culture Profession - Conservation
Best Practice Projects from Home
and Abroad (8th Jan 2011)
Assoc. Prof. Laurence Loh Kwong Yu presented a half day CPD seminar on the topic
“Empowering the Culture ProfessionConservation Best Practice Projects from
Home and Abroad” on 8th January 2011 at
PAM Mini Auditorium

CPD Seminar on: Hospital & Healthcare Products Presentation (22nd Jan 2011)
ClayCorp Marketing (S) Sdn Bhd and Orionis Technology (M) Sdn Bhd gave a half day presentation on Hospital & Healthcare products on 22nd Jan 2011 at Pacific Sutera Hotel
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CPD Seminar on: The Business
of Architecture (25th Jan 2011)
Ar. Dr Ken Yeang presented a lunch
hour CPD seminar on “The Business of
Architecture” on Tuesday, 25th Jan 2011
from 1.00pm to 2.30pm at Sabah Chapter Mini Auditorium

CPD Seminar on: Landscape Engineering Solutions Presentation
(19th Feb 2011)
Mr. Stephen Chu, Director of Eurodeck Sdn Bhd presented a product talk on ecofriendly products used in landscaping, construction and storm water management
to 50 members comprising of architects, engineers and developers on 19th Feb
2011 at PAM Mini Auditorium

CPD Seminar on: Discovering the Technical and Economical Advantages of Pre-Mixed Ceramic Tile Adhesives (19th March 2011)
Ms Veronica Wong, Regional Sales Manager of Wacker Chemical (South Asia), Singapore shared with the participants the considerable technical and economical advantages of using the pre-mixed ceramic tile adhesive in today’s modern construction industry on 19th March 2011 at PAM Mini Auditorium
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– news related to practice & pam sabah chapter

High Court Case in Sabah & Sarawak
Plaintiff:
Defendant:
Issues:

Lim Chon Jet @ Lim Chon Jat & 45 others
Yusen Jaya Sdn Bhd
Is the defendant liable for damages for late delivery of houses brought by the plaintiffs?
Do the terms and conditions contravene the Housing (Control and Licensing Developers) Rules 1980 and if so what is the effect?
The effect of unrebutted expert evidence discussed.
Is the defendant’s architect an arbitrator in this dispute?

Forty six house buyers at Taman Bukit Saujana in Kota Kinabalu had engaged Ar. Ho Jia Lit as the
expert witness in the high court case against the developer for negligence and breach of contract
in the construction of their houses in year 2006. On 28th January, 2011, the plaintiffs were
awarded about RM4.6 million by the High Court in Sabah and Sarawak. The Judgment claims is as
follows:1.
2.

LAD
Claim for damages for breach of contract:
(i) Quantifiable losses – RM1,065,793.00
(ii) Unquantifiable losses – RM3,083,000
3. Costs of Investigation:
Total:

RM

305,681.67

RM4,148,793.00
RM 137,989.00
RM4,592,372.67
============
4. Interests at the rate of 8% per annum from the date of this judgment to the full
settlement of the judgment sum,
5. Costs to the plaintiffs to be taxed unless agreed.

At the closing remark, Judge Datuk David Wong said, housing developers in the State or for that
matter in the country must realize that the majority of purchasers of houses are first home buyers
and they use their life savings to realize their dreams of owning their home. And in doing so, they
enter into a lifelong commitment of repaying the housing loan. These purchasers purchase their
houses relying on the representation of the developers that the houses will be built with good
workmanship and materials and the last thing they expect is to take possession of houses which
are defective and requiring massive remedial works.
In this case, legal action had to be taken which made the situation worse for the plaintiffs. As in
other industries, the building industry must embrace its social responsibility of ensuring that it is
respected by the society at large. This can be only done by not being driven with mindset of ‘profit
at any costs’.

2.0

Submission of “Housing/Office/Shop lots” Development Plans in
Sabah by Registered Architects.
Penampang Council in Kota Kinabalu have started [from 2011] to implement a requirement that all
“Housing’’ and “Office/Shop lots” Development Plans must be submitted by Registered Architects
and will not accept submissions by Engineers. Engineers can continue to submit Development
Plans for Industrial development such as warehouses and factories…etc.
The Central Board of Sabah, have during a meeting on 17th December 2010, rejected a few
housing/office/shop lots Development Plans [DP] that was submitted by Engineers and had
informed their respective Local Councils to re- submit again after obtaining Architect’s
endorsement on the DP.

3.0

PAM Architectural Drafting Course Level 2
The Architectural Drafting Course Level Two commenced on Saturday, 19 March 2011. 9 students
from members’ firm had registered for the course. The course syllabus includes the preparation
of development and building plans for submission to Local Authorities, Approval Process,
Application of Occupation Certificates and BOMBA submission requirements.
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– news related to practice & pam sabah chapter

CNY Dinner “Go Beyond Border” (11th February 2011)
20 Chapter members attended the CNY dinner “Go Beyond Border” hosted by YB Datuk
Raymond Tan, Minister of Industrial Development held on 11th February 2011 at the Shangri-la
Tanjong Aru Resort Hotel.

5.0

Courtesy Call to Minister of Industrial Development, Datuk
Raymond Tan Shu Kiah held on 1st March 2011
Ar. Yong Ming Cheong (Past Chapter Chairman/ IPEX 2011 Organizing Chairman) led seven members including Deputy Chapter Chairman Ar. Lo Su Yin for a courtesy call to Datuk Raymond Tan
Shu Kiah, Minister Of Industrial Development on 1 March 2011 at the MID’s conference room.
During the discussion, the Chapter had extended the invitation to Datuk Raymond Tan to be the
Guest of Honor for the Opening Ceremony of “IPEX And Ideal Home Show 2011” which will be held
on 21st April 2011 at the Sabah Trade Centre.
Ar. Yong briefed the Minister that PAM was one of the founding members of “Green Building Index” (GBI), an initiative to lead the property industry towards becoming more environmental
friendly. PAM Sabah Chapter hopes the Ministry of Industrial Development (MID) can play a vital
part in our built environments by promoting the green building design.

PAM has also offered the Professional
expertise and service as adviser to MID
on issues relating to the built environment. MID had also suggested architects
to be more involved with the local manufacturing industries by utilizing the natural resources and developing them into
products for export.
The Chapter requested Ministry of Industrial Development to invite Chapter
members to participate in organized
trade and industrial entourages for
better exposure and opportunities.

6.0

IPEX EXHIBITION 2011
The Chapter is organizing the bi-annual IPEX 2011 from 21st to 24th April 2011 at the Sabah
Trade Centre. This Event is jointly organized with Kota Kinabalu City Hall to promote Green Building, KK Beautification Projects and KK Planning Studies with Structure and Local Plans.
The theme for our IPEX 2011 is Colors of Our City, a fitting ideology that goes well with the
idea of livability focusing on Live, Play & Work.
YB Datuk Raymond Tan, Minister of Industrial Development has been invited as the Guest of
Honor for the Opening Ceremony to be held on Thursday, 21st April 2011.
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– news related to practice & pam sabah chapter

Title: Declining Quality of the Recent Architectural Graduates
Introduction
The Board of Architects Malaysia was formed under the provision of the Architects Act 1967, and it
is responsible for the enforcement of the said Act.
Under Section 4(1) of the Act, the Board is empowered:
“ to appoint a council, consisting of such members of the Board, Professional Architects and
other persons as may be determined by the Board, to advise and regulate all matters relating to
architectural and interior design education including the certification and recognition of such programmes.”
In line with the above functions, the Board is responsible for determining the standard for entry
into the architectural profession and accreditation of architectural programmes for recognition by
the Board.
For this purpose, the Council of Architectural Education Malaysia (CAEM) was formed under
the auspices of the Board to regulate all matters relating to architectural education.
Current Issues
During the Tri-Nation Meeting between PAM, Association of Siamese Architects (ASA) and Singapore Institutes of Architects (SIA) in Bangkok on 28th April 2010, all representatives from the three
institutes have expressed concern on the “declining” quality of the recent architectural graduates.
The meeting identified that the areas of professional practice and construction detailing are the areas that need to be more emphasized in the architectural education curriculum.
In an effort to resolve to resolve the issue, the three institutes have agreed to issue to their respective education ministries a joint memorandum to express the need to revisit the current policies in the architectural education curriculum, to better prepare the future architectural graduates
to meet the demands of the industries.
PAM KL Education Committee has taken the initiative to get feedback and views from both practitioners and academics regarding the state of the current architectural education system, by organizing the PAM Education Roundtable 2011 on 26th and 27th Feb 2011, to be held in Air Keroh, Melaka, with the objective to establish a White paper on PAM’s position pertaining to the current state
of the architectural educational program.
Objectives of the PAM Education Roundtable 2011
The roundtable is organized by PAM KL to gather members to pool their views on issues related to
the quality of the recent architectural graduates and also the present state of the architectural education.
The roundtable will discuss the policies behind the architecture education curriculum and the current demand of the construction industry, in an attempt to identify if there are any areas that can
be improved, and to chart the future direction of the architectural education, in order to meet the
industry’s demands and expectations.

Reported by:
Ar. Victor Wong
Council Member of CAEM, 2011
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PAM Publications For Sale

Architecture in Sabah
Resorts & Hotels
RM100

Architect’s Office Practice
Manual 2010
RM100

Handbook for PAM Contract
2006
RM220.00

Upcoming Events and Announcements

11th April 2011 [Monday]

CPD Seminar on Technical Paint Seminar by BlueScope Lysaght(S) Sdn Bhd

21st to 24th April 2011[Sabah Trade Centre]
IPEX & Ideal Home Show 2011

-opening ceremony by YB Datuk Raymond Tan, Minister of Industrial Development

21st April 2011, Thursday [Sabah Trade Centre]

CPD Seminar Product Presentation / Talk:
1.00pm-3.00pm : Beauty that last a lifetime by Rimaju Dekor Sdn Bhd
3.00pm-5.00pm : System Flooring Sdn Bhd

23rd April 2011, Saturday [Sabah Trade Centre]

10.00am : Property Outlook 2011 –
a) Briefing for Property Buyers regarding Subsidiary Title & Management Corporation
b) Property Development On Native Titles
[Speakers - Sr. Robert M New & Mr. Christopher Chin]
2.00pm: Soundtex – The Sound of Silence presentation
By Panellite Marketing (Borneo) Sdn Bhd

20th & 21st May 2011

Building Inspection Training Course

